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The formation of J.L+ -mesic molecules in interactions between muonium and organic mole
cules is considered. The experimental conditions for the expected formation of J.L+ -mesic 
molecules and J.L+ -mesic radicals are determined and a possible observational procedure 
is indicated. 

1. Ansel'm and Shekhter [t] have recently consid
ered a very interesting possibility for the produc
tion of J.L+ -mesic molecules, basing their calculation 
on the theory of an activated complex for the reac
tion between a muonium atom and a hydrogen mole
cule. They assume (I) that J.L+ -mesons in a medium 
capture electrons long before they can decay and 
are transformed into muonium, which (II) then is 
thermalized, and (III) that the electronic structure 
of muonium resembles that of hydrogen except for 
certain effects that can be neglected in the present 
case. 

In this paper the rates of J.L+ -mesic molecule 
formation are determined in the gaseous and con
densed phases of several organic molecules, and 
the minimum temperatures for the experimental 
observation of J.L +-mesic molecules are calculated. 
The aforementioned three assumptions are re
tained, the third of which is obvious, while the other 
two are confirmed qualitatively for sufficiently 
dense media by radiochemical experiments with 
hot hydrogen atoms. 

flux of thermalized muonium ( J.L +e) atoms react
ing in organic matter to form J.L+ -mesic molecules. 
Under the conditions considered below (gases at 
atmospheric pressure and the condensed phase) 
the ratio of the J.L+ -mesic molecule concentration 
p1 to the total J.L+ -meson concentration p will in 
each case be given by 

(1) 

where k and k1 are the probabilities per unit time 
of J.L decay and of mesic molecule formation from 
muonium alone. 

The quantity k1 is, by definition, the usual 
chemical rate constant ofthe bimolecular reac
tion, [2] multiplied by the concentration [C) of the 
substance C with which the muonium reacts. The 
ratio (1) can, in principle, be determined experi
mentally from measurements of J.L+ -meson depo
larization. [ 4J The strong temperature dependence 
of k1 can be represented by [2] 

k1 = k0 [C) exp (- Eexp JRT), (2) 

Unlike [i], the muonium reaction rate constants where Eexp is the experimental activation energy 
are not calculated directly, but are determined per mole, defined as the derivative of In ( k1 /[C) ) 
from corresponding experimental data for hydro- with respect to -1/RT; k0 is the preexponential 
gen reactions. A correction, required mainly be- factor. 
cause of the mass difference, is calculated using Both k0 and Eexp are relatively weakly tern-
the theory of the so-called kinetic isotope effect.C2•3] perature dependent. In accordance with (2), Eq. (1) 
In addition, we take into account the tunnel effect, has the temperature dependence represented in the 
whose role becomes more important because of 
the relatively small muonium mass. This pro
cedure yields more accurate results and enables 
exclusion, to a considerable extent, of unknown 
parameters in the activated complex theory. 

Special attention is devoted to the production 
of J.L+ -mesic radicals, which are systems that in
clude an unpaired electron and can be detected with 
high accuracy. 

2. We shall assume the realization of a steady 
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figure for a reaction with gaseous methane having 
the parameters computed below. In plotting this 
curve it was assumed that the methane concentra
tion is maintained constant and equal to the con
centration at atmospheric pressure and room tem
perature. 

The figure shows the existence of a large tern
perature interval in which most of the muonium can 
form J.J.+ -mesic molecules. This interval can be 
characterized by a temperature Tiim determined 
from the condition 

p/p = 112 or k1 (T) I k = 1. (3) 

From (2) and (3) with a concentration [C] that 
varies sufficiently slowly with temperature, we 
obtain 

Let us consider a characteristic of Eq. (4). 

(4) 

Tlim is proportional to Eexp and depends weakly 
on another quantity, k0, which is to be determined. 
For a sufficiently accurate value of Tlim the 
value of k0 must be determined only to within the 
order of magnitude (with logarithmic accuracy, 
as will be stated subsequently). The approximate 
equations given below will correspond to this or 
better accuracy. 

3. The determination of Eexp and k0 will in 
each case be based on the experimental rate con
stant k¥ of hydrogen atom reactions. It will be 
necessary to calculate 

(5) 

This calculation, which will be based on equations 
for the isotope effect in the so-called activated 
complex theory, [2•3] yields, as already stated, 
considerably more accurate results than a direct 
calculation for a gaseous medium and enables 
reasonable estimates for condensed media. 

The calculation will employ the approximate 
picture (to be described below) of the geometric 
structure of an activated complex. This is justi
fied, first of all, by the sufficiency of logarithmic 
accuracy in determining k0 and is in accord with 
concepts used in the modern chemical theory of 
reaction rates. [5] It will be assumed that an ac
tivated complex is a loose structure with a rela
tively large separation between the added muonium 
(or hydrogen) and the heavier organic molecule 
that practically preserves its own structure. The 
reaction between muonium and hydrogen requires 
certain additional corrections. 

In accordance with the foregoing it can be as
sumed that two additional low-frequency vibra
tions associated with the formation of an activated 

complex (a third additional vibration being in
cluded in the so-called reaction degree of free
dom [2]) are transverse relative to the direction 
of the formed bond, and that their frequencies for 
the muonium reactions are to the corresponding 
frequencies for hydrogen reactions approximately 
as the square roots of the reciprocal of the re
duced mass ratio 

ex = vp./VH ~ [mH (me + mp.) /(me + mH) mp.]'f, = 3- ~. 
(6) 

Here it must be emphasized that the inaccuracy 
in the given picture of activated complex structure 
leads to an error of less than 10° in T!im. which 
is considerably smaller than the error associated 
with the limited applicability of the activated com
plex method. According to the activated complex 
theory (p. 173 of [2J), with the assumed ideas re
garding the structure of the complex in the present 
case, we have 

- ze ... p.zH [- 2N (hvl'-- hvH\ J 
'X- ze···Hzp.exp RT 2 2 ) ' (7) 

where zC ... J.J., zC ... H, zH, and ZJ.J. are the statis
tical sums of activated complexes formed with mu
onium and hydrogen (without "reaction vibrations"), 
and of hydrogen and muonium. We here distinguished 
the shifts of the two zero-point vibration energies 
in the activation energy and considered the reac
tions to be adiabatic with transmission coefficients 
not differing from unity. [2•3• 5] We have thus far 
not taken into account the possible influence of the 
tunnel effect in overcoming the potential barrier; 
this will be discussed in Sec. 4. 

The ratios in (7) can be written as 

(8) 

(1- exp (- NhvHfRT)) 2 

X ~----~~~~~~ 
(1- exp (- Nhvl'-/RT)) 2 

(8') 

In (8') the coefficient {3 accounts for the possible 
effect of the difference between muonium and hy
drogen; it differs from unity, being equal to 2 in 
the cases C = H and H2• J 1J 2J 3 denotes the prod
uct of the moments of inertia. 

We now use the Redlich-Teller theorem [2•6] 

according to which for a molecular system of k 
atoms the ratio 

(~ mk t' (J1Jz]3)'1•j II Vt II m'£• 
k . k 

is independent of the atomic masses; here n l'i 
i 
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is the product of the frequencies of the normal vi
brations. By means of this theorem, utilizing the 
foregoing ideas regarding the structure of the 
complex together with Eq. (6), we obtain 

zC ... :~ = IX2 ~ v~···~· mr' (' 1- exp (- NhvHJRT) )2 . 
zC .. H vc ... Il m/A 1- exp (- Nhvi'-/RT) (9) 

The ratio of the imaginary (p. 174 of [2]) fre
quencies of "reaction vibrations" vC ... J.LjvC •• • H 
is inversely proportional to the ratio of the square 
roots of the masses corresponding to these vibra
tions. Developing Slater's ideas [7] supported by 
results obtained from investigations of isotope 
effects in hydrogen and deuterium reactions, we 
can consider that, for example, in the substitution 
reactions discussed below with the formation of 
J.L+H and H2 from the organic molecules C, these 
masses will be the reduced mass of the muon
hydrogen system in one case, and of the system of 
two hydrogen molecules in the other case. Accord
ingly,!> 

1 'VC ... iJ-) ~ -. fmH + ml'-

~ vc ... H sub- V 2m!'- • (10) 

Substituting (8), (9), and (10) in (7) we obtain for 
the substitution reaction 

V.mH+mL( NhvH/ Nhv'" \ 2 z = :x2~ -.--!. sh -- sh --· 1. (11)* 
2mp. RT RT , 

In the temperature interval 500-700°K that in
cludes Tlim for gases, x depends only weakly on 
temperature and therefore does not contribute to 
a difference between Eexp for hydrogen atom re
actions and muonium reactions. This results from 
the following calculations. For substitution reac
tions NhvH /2R lies within the interval 200-300°. [5] 

Since for almost all the temperatures of interest 
we have 

(12) 

we obtain through simple transformations involv
ing (6) 

• - , 2. ( mH + m,, ( , 1 2 Nizvu \-2 
Zsub- :x ~ 1 ~-\IX-;- 4s.1 '2RT ) · (13) 

Above NhvH /2R, Eq. (13) depends only slightly 
on temperature; we can write in general with loga
rithmic accuracy 

X = ~ }/(mH -i-- m,J!2m," ~ 2.2 ~. (14) 
An additional coefficient of the order of unity can 
appear in (14) as a result of the tunnel effect (see 
below). 

1>In all casPs (10) is the upper limit of the corresponding 
ratio. 

*sh = sinh. 

Thus when Tlim is calculated from (4) for re
actions in gases we can simply substitute Eexp 
= Etixp and only slightly corrected values, in ac
cordance with (14), of the preexponential factor 
kti for hydrogen atom reactions. 

The accompanying table gives computed values 
of Tum above 500°K for several substitution re
actions producing J.LH. An estimate is also given 
for an addition reaction with a double bond in the 
case of ethylene; this reaction can begin to occur 
at room temperature. It should be noted that in 
this case the depolarization of J.L+ mesons will be 
relatively accelerated through an interaction with 
the unpaired electron that is present in the formed 
radical. 

4. We shall now consider reactions in the con
densed phase. This can generally be considered 
in principle analogously with the procedure used 
for reactions in gases. Since in this case reac
tions producing mesic molecules occur at low 
temperatures, we must here also consider the 
possible influence of the tunnel effect in over
coming the potential barrier in an activated com
plex. Since the mass of muonium is much smaller 
than that of hydrogen, the tunnel effect should here 
in principle be considerably more important. 

According to Wigner's theory[2•9J the tunnel 
effect will be taken into account sufficiently if we 
multiply the calculated reaction rate constant k1 

by 
I -+-...!... (Nhivc ... ~'-iRT'J 2 

' 24 I ' (15) 

where vC ... J.L is, as in (9), the imaginary frequency 
of reaction vibrations. 

From the form of the potential surface we esti
mate NhivC ... J.L/R/24 - 1000° in reactions with 
organic molecules. From (10) the corresponding 
value for hydrogen reactions is smaller by the 
factor 2.2. Thus, in contrast with the usual chem
ical kinetics, the tunnel effect can play an appre
ciable part in muonium reactions. This fact, to
gether with the effect of the temperature-dependent 
factor (13), should be manifested at low tempera-

Tlim for muonium reactions in 
gases having a constant con

centration [C] = 2.5 x 1019 

molecules/cm3 

Reaction I E'.;"P 1 R,l Tum• oK 
'K ['] 

5500 
4500 
4350 
1200 

700 
580 
560 

I -25o 
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tures in the form of a deviation from the Arrhenius 
law. [tO] 

In line with the foregoing, the reaction rates of 
muonium in condensed phases should agree with 
the rates of the corresponding chemical reaction 
rates of hydrogen to within an order of magnitude 
(or somewhat better). Since the latter reaction 
rates are also known only to within an order of 
magnitude they can be substituted directly in (1) 
for an estimate of p1 I p. The results obtained by 
this substitution for reactions in liquids (at 296°K) 
based on Hardwick's data[tt] are: 

Reaction 

1) C6H 14 + p. -> p.H + C6H 13 

2) addition of muonium to benzene 
3) " to ethylbenzene 
4) " to diphenyl 
5) " " " to paraterpheny 1 

1- p.fp 

0.02 
4 X 10-6 

1.5 X 10-6 

1 x w-6 

5 X 10-7 

It is thus seen that in a condensed medium prac
tically all JJ.+ mesons must form JJ.+ mesic mole
cules at room temperature. Reactions 2-5 repre
sent addition to aromatic molecules including or
ganic scintillators such as paraterphenyl. As 
already mentioned, in such addition reactions the 
depolarization of Jl.+ mesons will depend on the 
interaction with the unpaired electron of the cor
responding radical. 

The author wishes to thank V. I. Gol'danskii 
for comments. 
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